
Reserving SIDs 

Overview 

The Reserve SIDs process provides the ability to set aside a range of SIDs that you can use for specific 
groups of students or classes, or when a PC is not available but an SID must be assigned to a student. 
When you run the Reserve SID process, you can identify which range of SIDs you want reserved, or you 
can let the process assign a range for you. When an SID is reserved, the automatic SID assignment 
process cannot assign it. Instead, you must manually assign a reserved SID.  

You can reserve SIDs for any number of purposes. For example, you can reserve a range of SIDs: 

• For a specific group of students, such as international students.  
• For specific types of classes, such as non-credit, community service classes.  
• When you do not have access to a PC but need to assign SIDs to students. 

How the Process Works 

A batch process is used to reserve a group of SIDs. You either identify a beginning SID and the number of 
SIDs you want reserved, or you can enter the number of SIDs you want reserved and the process will 
select a range. When the batch process completes, the SIDs are stored in the SID-RESRV-D dataset in the 
SM database. The SIDs in the SID-RESRV-D dataset cannot be used for system-assigned SIDs, but must be 
assigned manually. SIDs are not stored in ranges in the dataset; visualize one big "bucket" of SIDs that 
cannot be used by the automated assignment process. When a reserved SID is manually assigned to a 
student, the SID is deleted from the SID-RESERV-D dataset. The dataset decreases as the reserved SIDs 
are manually assigned. 

You can reserve any number of SIDs that you want up to 40,000. You must run a separate batch job for 
each range of numbers you want to reserve. When you need additional SIDs added to your reserve 
range, you can run the process again and the reserve dataset will be populated with the new reserved 
SIDs. For an exceptionally large range like 100,000, you would populate the reserve dataset gradually. 
You would start out with a smaller number, like 1,000. If you identify which ranges you want each time 
you run the batch process, you can continually add reserved numbers within the larger range as you 
need them. 

Reserving SIDs 

To reserve SIDs, complete the following steps: 

1. If you want the ranges to be significant—where you've assigned a range to specific students or 
classes—identify the ranges you want to reserve. You must keep track of the ranges manually.  

For example, if you want to reserve 895001000 - 895005000 for international students, you 
must keep track of this yourself. The system does not keep track of which ranges belong to 



which department or for which purpose. If you want to reserve a large range of numbers, like 
100,000, identify the full range you want to reserve, then initially reserve a small portion of the 
range and gradually add additional SIDs as you need them. You should select a range that is very 
high in your college SID range. 

If you do not need to reserve a specific range of SIDs, you can request the number of SIDs you 
want reserved and the system will select the range for you. 

2. Run SM5227J, Reserve SID Process, to reserve SIDs. The process involves two parameters: 
 

• SM5227-SID-FROM  

If you want to reserve a specific range of numbers, enter the beginning SID of the range in 
this parameter. It is not necessary to identify the ending SID of the range. If you do not want 
to reserve a specific range, but just need to reserve a certain number of SIDs, leave this 
parameter blank. The process will select the range for you. 

• SM5227-SID-NEED 

This is the number of SIDs that you want reserved. Enter a 5-digit number. For example, to 
reserve 500 SIDs, enter 00500; to reserve 1000 SIDs, enter 01000.  

You can run the Reserve SID Process at any time. You must run the process separately for each 
range of SIDs you want to reserve.   

3. Run the process again when you need additional SIDs added to your reserve range or if you 
want to reserve a separate range. 

4. Print Labels.  

Run SM5227R, Reserved SID Labels. This is a DataExpress procedure that prints labels for a 
specific range of reserved SIDs. Any range of SID's may be selected at run time. The report is set 
up to print in a 3-across/10-down mailing label format. 

The SM5227 Report 

The SM5227, Reserve SIDs report includes the following information: 

• The starting SID: The first SID in the range that was reserved in the process.  
• The ending SID: The last SID in the range that was reserved in the process.  
• Count of SIDs reserved: The total number of SIDs that was reserved. This may be different 

than what was entered in SM5227-SID-NEED.  
• SID in use: Any SID that falls within the reserved range that is already used is listed.  
• Where used, the dataset where the SID that is already used resides: Generally, an SID that is 

already used will either be assigned to a student (residing in STU-M), be set aside for 



automatic SID assignment (residing in SID-ASSGN-D), or will have already been reserved 
(residing in SID-RESRV-D). 

Example Situation 
You want 500,000 SIDs reserved for your Continuing Education department. You have selected a range 
of 879000000-879500000. Instead of reserving all the SIDs in the range you have selected, you can 
reserve 5000 SIDs by entering 879000000 in the SM5227-SID-FROM parameter and 05000 in the 
SM5227-SID-NEED parameter. When you have worked your way through most of those numbers, you 
run the process again using 879005001 as the beginning SID range entry and 05000 as the number of 
SIDs to reserve.  

  



SM5227R - Extract Reserved SIDs by Specified Range 
Group INFORM 
Account PLIB 
Procedure Password None 
Database Passwords Required SM 

Report SM5227R: Extract Reserved SIDs by Specified Range 
Prints in 3-across/10-down label format (see Special Instructions 
below). 

Purpose and Description SM5227R produces a list of reserved SIDs from the SM database, 
SID-RESRV-D dataset. A range of SIDs may be selected at run-
time.  

Special Instructions While this report is set up to print in a 3-across/10-down mailing label 
format, individual printer settings may affect the output appearance. 
For example, you may see 3 labels across and only 9 labels down. If 
so, it will be necessary to change your printer page depth in 
DataExpress. To do so, follow these steps: 

1. Log in to DataExpress.  
2. Type an exclamation point (!) at the main menu.  
3. Choose option 3, Display format parameters.  
4. Choose option 4, Print page depth.  
5. Change the PRINT PAGE DEPTH to 61. 

Note: You may have to increase the number if the 10th row 
of labels still doesn't appear.  

This setting will remain in effect for the current log-on session only. 
Dependencies None 
Selection Criteria Enter desired SID or SID range.  

To enter a range, type the first number in the range, a space, the 
word TO, a space, and the last number in the range. 

Example: 800000000 TO 800000200 
Sorts The default sort of this procedure is SID. 
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